
Q&A – THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE YOU DECIDE WHICH CLUB TO JOIN… 
By Kevin Darcy, VIRGINIA FC April 29, 2021 
 

These responses focus on player development, league affiliation, access for families, as well as travel & costs associated with VAFC. 
 

Question #1. How are your teams formed and the level of play determined? 

Answer:  We hold tryouts to assess returning and new players and assign players to teams based on their performance 
as well as feedback from coaches and the technical staff. NO player is guaranteed a spot on our teams; the point of 
tryouts is to equitably place players based on their ability to perform at a particular level of play.  

Question #2. Which league is VAFC a member? 

Answer:  VAFC is a member of VSL (Virginia Soccer League), EDP (Elite Development Program), and has just accepted 
membership into the CCL (Club Champions League). We are excited to join the CCL and will be able to offer our players 
a spot at the Championship level of play as well as the Premiership going forward. 

Question #3.  How much travel and expense for families comes with participation in these leagues? 

Answer:  As in past seasons, VAFC teams that participate in the VSL will play local games with away matches ranging 
from VA Beach to Richmond. Travel commitment increases in our Tier 1 teams that participate in the CCL regional 
league which will play matches in Virginia Beach, Richmond, Fredericksburg and Northern Virginia.  Although other 
clubs may paint a different picture (that the CCL travel is more extensive than the VPSL/ECNL regional league) it is 
actually very similar to VPSL club travel which includes Virginia Beach, Richmond, Charlottesville, Fredericksburg, and 
Northern Virginia (almost identical…). VAFC fees are all inclusive to cover registration, coaching, leagues, and 
tournaments –the only additional costs are uniforms along with travel to and from leagues and events. 

Question #4.  Where do your players come from and where do the teams train & compete? 

Answer:  VAFC’s geographic footprint currently includes players from Williamsburg, Gloucester, Yorktown, Newport 
News, Hampton, Poquoson, Smithfield, Portsmouth, and Suffolk. Training sites include facilities in Yorktown, Newport 
News, and Hampton with our home matches currently hosted at the MAC (McReynolds Athletic Complex) in Yorktown 
and HCA (Hampton Christian Academy). With the expansion of our geographic footprint, we are confirming additional 
training and game sites and are entering into an Alliance to expand our facility options, grass roots programs, player 
development initiatives, level of coaching, depth of player pools on the boys and girls side, access to leagues and 
events, national and international academies, as well as professional teams to serve as mentors and an end goal for 
our VAFC & Alliance players. 

Question #5.  What is the Alliance, and can you explain how it works? 

Answer:  We are excited to enter into an Alliance with a quality, like-minded organization that puts the player first.  An 
announcement will be launched today (Thursday April 29th) at 12:30PM from VAFC, our new Alliance partner, and the 
CCL league, as well as regional media outlets. VAFC will continue to operate as it has on the Peninsula but will be able 
to offer our members and partner club members an enhanced model that will provide greater access from grass roots 
to professional level programming. As the landscape of soccer shifts in Europe (recent proposed Super league…), and 
trickles down to US youth soccer, we at VAFC will continue to seek cutting edge development programming and like-
minded partners that put the players FIRST! Stay tuned for this announcement which enhances our commitment to 
continue providing a great program on the Peninsula that serves players of all ages at all levels of play. 

Question #6.  Will the Alliance cause additional travel and costs? 

Answer:  VAFC and our Alliance partner (TBA) will continue to run our programs as you have become accustomed. The 
Alliance will be a new level of play created by an integration of players and coaches offered to our high performing 
members. VAFC players that are a part of the Alliance teams will be able to continue training in our club facilities and 
player pools but will look to come together semi-regularly to build cohesion and prepare for competitions. The logistics 
of the Alliance will be a work in progress with the goal to offer access to additional programming – but not to increase 
travel or costs.  The plan is to “fund” the Alliance program through sponsorships and new programming revenues – so 
families gain additional benefits and access for their current financial commitment to our program. 

 

To register for tryouts, go to our home page at www.vafcyouth.com. Please share this document with interested families and contact 
me with any additional questions about VAFC. Best of luck with your club search and we hope to see you at tryouts this week! 
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